Specific nonsurgical therapy in male infertility.
Although the objective of this article was to discuss the specific medically treatable causes of male infertility, the reader will be impressed by the fact that many of the treatments seem less than "specific." The need to treat infections to improve fertility is ill defined. The utilization of a scrotal cooling device as "specific" nonsurgical treatment for varicocele is yet to be defined. Immunologic suppression is indeed a specific form of therapy for a measurable phenomenon; unfortunately, the significance of that phenomenon as well as the best means and location of its assessment are undergoing significant reevaluation. An exciting frontier is the prospect of preventing infertility in the patient undergoing therapy for cancer, thus obviating the need for treatment of the ensuing infertility. Before specific therapies can be anticipated to have a predictable beneficial effect, these areas require active investigation to define the problem more clearly.